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After countless dope tunes for labels like Compost Black and Combination, Matt
Flores celebrates his third release on Farside Records. The “Into The Night EP” is a
wonderful deep, slow & moving record that should be one of the funky highlights in this
years autumn sessions.
“Into The Night” kicks off with some “wild pitch – alike” chords and builds up soulful,
moody but strong. While everybody is happily down with some deepness at the
moment, this house groover should fit not just perfect on any late night floors. Matt
Flores adds a live bassline and puts some extra bouncing feel and even some ruffness
into the track. Last but not least, we won´t forget to highlight the beautiful harmonies of
“Into The Night” that bring a very special moment into the club.
“Tectonic Move” is so damn groovy and might be one the funkiest trax ever coming out
of the Metaworld Universe of Matt Flores. Also the tempo of almost 120 bpm is sexy as
hell….. All percussions & the bass are played live by Matt Flores. “Tectonic Move”
also features some extatic detroitish synths that makes you scream. A definitive winner!
The “Tectonic Move Flores & Sänger Dub” has been rearranged a bit by Matt Flores
and Farside´s Ingo Sänger (one half of Westpark Unit). They stripped the tune, put
more focus on the groove and re-dubbed all harmonies & synths. The result is a funky
smoker’s riddim for all you dubby Tool-Headz out there.

